NetVault Plus
®

Enterprise data protection, backup acceleration, deduplication and replication

While the business demands an “always
on, always available” environment, IT
complexity and exponential data growth
may be complicating and slowing down
your backup and recovery process,
affecting your recovery point objectives
(RPOs) and adding unnecessary risk. In
addition, you're using limited IT budget
to continue investing in more and more
storage to keep up, storing your backups
onsite and even in the cloud. And while
man-made and natural disasters are few
and far between, they are a reality, and
businesses need to prepare. But there is
a solution.
Quest NetVault Plus combines the power
of two Quest data protection products
into a single package to simplify
purchasing and maintenance: NetVault
comprehensive data protection and
QoreStor software-defined deduplication
and replication.

CLOUD-READY DATA PROTECTION
FOR THE HYBRID DATA CENTER
NetVault Plus protects your applications
and data in complex IT environments and
stores your backup data safely, securely
and efficiently — simplifying backup
and recovery in hybrid data center
environments.
This powerful solution supports a
wide range of operating system and
application platforms in physical, virtual
and cloud environments which means
you can eliminate having to use multiple
backup solutions. With NetVault Plus, you
can ensure protection and recoverability
of business-critical systems, applications
and data, no matter where they reside, to
protect your business from unexpected
system outages, data loss and malicious
cyberattacks.

With NetVault Plus, you
can ensure protection and
recoverability of businesscritical systems, applications
and data, while reducing
storage costs.

BENEFITS:
• Simplify backup and recovery with
a single solution for the enterprise
• Attain secure, resilient data
transmission, replication and storage
• Gain better protection for
systems, applications and data
• Achieve fast RTOs and granular RPOs
• Minimize risk of data loss by
running backups more often
• Reduce storage requirements and
costs, on-premises and in the cloud
• Connect to the cloud for
low-cost, long-term data storage
and disaster recovery

MORE POWER, MORE BENEFITS

NetVault Plus combines
NetVault and QoreStor
into a single package to
simplify purchasing and
maintenance.

NetVault Plus takes advantage of the
power of QoreStor to deliver faster,
more efficient and secure backups. This
way you can run your backups more
often and reduce the risk of system
downtime and data loss. You'll reduce
storage requirements by up to 95%
to significantly reduce storage costs
on-premises and in the cloud. You'll
also shorten replication time and
overcome inconsistent WAN connections
while better leveraging the cloud for
backup, long-term data storage and
disaster recovery.
KEY FEATURES

• Remote replication sends only unique
data to a remote site to reduce replication
windows by up to 15x while reducing
network bandwidth use by up to 85%
• CloudTier enables use of low-cost
Azure Blob and AWS S3 storage for long
term data retention and recovery
• Direct-to-target backup allows you to
bypass the media server and back up
directly to the target storage device

To learn more about NetVault Plus, visit
the product webpage.

• Broad application protection (Office 365,
SQL, Exchange, Oracle, SharePoint, MySQL,
DB2, PostgreSQL, SAP, NAS and more)

Quest provides software solutions for the
rapidly-changing world of enterprise IT.
We help simplify the challenges caused
by data explosion, cloud expansion,
hybrid datacenters, security threats
and regulatory requirements. Our
portfolio includes solutions for database
management, data protection, unified
endpoint management, identity and
access management and Microsoft
platform management.

• Built-in patented encryption technology
enhancing AES-256, in flight and at rest
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If you are located outside North America, you can find
local office information on our Web site.

• Centralized, enterprise-wide control
for local, remote and cloud resources,
extensive storage options including
disk arrays, tape libraries, VTL

• Physical, virtual and cloud protection
for Windows, Linux, UNIX, Mac, VMware,
VMWare Cloud on AWS, Hyper-V,
Azure Cloud, AWS and more

• Integrated content-aware, variable
block dedupe engine with CloudTier
technology to lower your backup storage
requirements by an average of 95%

Quest

• Built-in protocol accelerators to accelerate
data ingest by up to 20TB/hour
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